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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes some of the problems in implementing insensitive munitions requirement by US industry 

and solutions that have been applied.  Mr. Graham has worked in this area for over 43 years, and the views 

expressed are his own.  All information is unclassified and releasable to the public.  

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Industry is in the business of making a profit!  In order to achieve this goal, high quality, responsive work is 

required. Industry is willing to invest their own internal funds to achieve a program that will ultimately bring a 

profit to the company.  There are many bright, clever engineers and scientists in private industry that are anxious 

to provide what the government needs to achieve insensitive munitions.  But there are issues that need resolution 

to be most efficient at this process. 

2.0 DEFINITIONS 

The phrase “Insensitive Munitions” seems to be incongruous. “Munitions” implies weapons that are sensitive to 

their boosters or igniters; while “Insensitive” implies that the weapons aren’t.  So to start out, some definitions 

are in order. 

• Munition – An assembled ordnance item that contains explosive material(s) and is configured to 

accomplish its intended mission. 

• Insensitive munition – Munitions which reliably fulfil (specified) performance, readiness and 

operational requirements on demand, but which minimize the probability of inadvertent initiation and 

violence of subsequent collateral damage to the weapon platform (including personnel) when subjected 

to unplanned stimuli. 

• Burning – The least violent type of explosive event.  The energetic material ignites and burns, non-

propulsively.  The case may open, melt or weaken sufficiently to rupture nonviolently, allowing mild 

release of combustion gases.  Debris stays mainly within the area of the fire.  The debris is not expected 

to cause fatal wounds to personnel or to be a hazardous fragment beyond 50 ft. 

• Hazardous fragment – For personnel, a hazardous fragment is a piece of the reacting weapon, weapons 

system or container having an impact energy of 58 ft-lb [79 J] or greater. 

• Deflagration – Reaction driven by thermal conduction in an energetic material.  For solids and liquids, 

no utilization of atmospheric oxygen is required.  The reaction wave is subsonic in the energetic 

formulation and the reaction products flow in a direction opposite to the reaction front. 
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• Detonation – Chemical reaction induced by a compression wave and driven by the expansion wave in 

the products.  A shock wave is formed that propagates at a steady velocity if the formulation is above its 

critical diameter.  The velocity of the shock wave in the explosive (detonation velocity) is supersonic, 

and the reaction products travel in the direction of the shock wave. 

• Critical diameter – The diameter of a long, unconfined right circular cylinder of energetic formulation 

that just sustains a steady detonation.  Propagation of detonation fails below critical diameter. 

• Sympathetic reaction – The detonation of a munition or an explosive charge induced by the detonation 

of another like munition or explosive charge. 

• Explosive  - Substances or mixtures of substances which are capable of undergoing exothermic 

chemical reaction at extremely fast rates to produce gaseous and/or condensed reaction products at high 

pressure and temperature. 

There are numerous potential hazards associated with munitions. They are sensitive to thermal and shock or 

impact stimuli, with potential responses ranging from none to very severe combinations of reactions. Figure 

1 illustrates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Potential Hazards from Munitions 

Over the years, insensitive munitions has grown from a single service program to a universal program subject to 

US public law (Figure 2).  We need to make munition systems that are safe for our military personnel and their 

associated materiel, throughout the whole munition lifecycle. This is quite a challenge! 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  United States Code, Title 10, Chapter 141, Section 2389, ensuring safety regarding 
insensitive munitions. [1] 

“The Secretary of Defense shall ensure, to the extent practicable, that 

munitions under development or procurement are safe throughout 

development and fielding when subjected to unplanned stimuli.” 
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3.0 THE “SIMPLIFIED” IM PATHWAY 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  The Simplified IM Pathway 

Figure 3 shows a simplified pathway from munition requirements to munition fielded system. There are several 

sources for requesting production of IM systems.  One is the upgrade of legacy munitions that do not meet the 

IM requirements.  The services have prioritized lists of legacy weapons and may choose to improve top priority 

weapons.  Another pathway is new requirements from the field. Mission requirements change as new threats 

appear, and new, improved weapons are needed. Program offices generally handle and fund these requests, 

typically to government laboratories. 

The government laboratories and program offices work together to define system requirements and may do some 

early research on ways to improve the munition responses to the IM threats.  Soon after this assessment is 

completed, typically a request for proposal is issued, asking companies to bid on the manufacture of the new, 

improved munition.  Typically, prime contractors respond to the request, and one or more primes are awarded a 

contract. 
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Prime contractors typically are system integrators, so subsystems such as rocket motors and/or warhead 

development are subcontracted to large industrial companies. These large industrial companies have system 

engineering design groups and generally a cadre of scientists and/or engineers dedicated to IM technologies. 

Sometimes the technology aspects are further subcontracted to small companies specializing in one or more 

aspects of IM technologies. Technology information is generated, and if done properly, IM features are factored 

into the munition design early in the design/development phase. As the design progresses, information is fed 

back to the prime contractors for incorporation into the final integrated system design. 

Along the way, there may be IM modeling and/or tests on components to assure that the component has the 

required level of IM responses. Mitigation features can be incorporated into the component or system design, 

particularly if the combination of fill plus case provides inadequate IM responses. Some of this work may be 

funded using a company’s internal funds, particularly if the solution is propriertary. Note that the US code states 

“…to the extent practicable…”.  A general reduction in the adverse responses to IM threats may be acceptable if 

no technology currently exists. 

Note that engineering design is no easy feat.  In addition to IM sensitivity reductions, performance must be equal 

or increased.  System safety, hazard classification, and qualification requirements also play into the design. 

Testing has to be done by the prime and the government to assure requirements are met.  Ultimately, a design is 

developed that generally satisfies the government requirements. The system must then be briefed and approved 

by a system safety review board to be qualified for service use.  

Assuming the system is qualified for service use, and there is funding available, one or more industrial partners 

that developed the system may be awarded a contract for production, finally allowing the possibility of meeting 

the corporate goal of making a profit. 

4.0. PROBLEMS EXIST – WHAT ARE SOME POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS? 

The design path is tortuous, and there are many problems for the industrial partners that have to be overcome. A 

poll was taken of some industrial companies, asking them to identify the problems that had in developing IM-

compliant munitions.  Their list of problems and their potential solutions follow. 

4.1.  Performance vs. Sensitivity 

Problem: Performance always wins. New and/or improved systems require at least equivalent performance to 

the system being replaced and generally, more performance is required. “ IM requirements compete with 

performance requirements.  In many cases it has been difficult to come up with insensitive high-performance 

explosives and propellants. There is a need to identify other ways to meet performance requirements than with 

high energy propellants and explosives”. 

Problem: Not considering the whole system.  “There has been an inordinate focus on propellant and explosive 

formulation rather than a system solution approach that includes case design, grain design, closure design and 

mitigation methods and systems”. 

Solution: IM solutions require a systems approach. System design features such as the placement of the 

igniter, propellant and warhead explosive selection, case material, and the launch container design are important 

in preventing “cheap kills” on valuable assets. There is not one simple solution.  Combinations of system 

components are required for the mitigation of violent reactions. One needs to look at overall system solutions 

that leverage beneficial interactions between components to meet IM requirements. 
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System designers tend to remove every bit of parasitic weight in an effort to increase performance. Every nut 

and bolt adds weight. For rocket motors, performance can be increased by lightening the system and 

increasing the operating pressure.  Here, replacement of metal cases with composites is of value.  Composites 

can be stronger than metal cases, are lighter, and can provide IM benefits in both impact and thermal threats due 

to their failure modes. 

To improve the “IM-ness” of a system, mitigation methods and devices are also important.  A partial list of 

passive and active mitigation methods are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Note that passive methods are preferred and 

active methods carry a number of restrictions. Also note that for best performance and IM value and potentially 

lowest weight impact, mitigation techniques should be part of the initial design and not a strap-on afterthought. 

Passive Active 

Preferential Insulation Treatment 

 

Thermally Initiated Vent System (TIVS) 

Memory Metal Alloys and Bimetallics 

 

Explosive Bolts 

Bore Mitigants Impact Switches 

Pulse Motor Thermal Switches 

Composite Cases Case Bar Cutter 

Slotted Cases External Thermite Case Penetrator 

Case Embrittlement Concepts Internal Thermite Case Penetrator 

Hybrid Cases Explosive Case Separator 

Steel Strip Laminate Cases Multihazard Threat Mitigation System 

Metal Matrix Composite Cases 

 

 

Roll Bonded Cases  

Shear Vent Patch Strip  

Packaging  

Shock absorbing materials  

Table 1. Some Passive and Active Mitigation Techniques for Rocket Motors 

 

Reduced Sensitivity Explosive(s) Venting Holes 

Warhead System Design Composite Overwraps 

Composite Case Design Shielding 

Dual Explosive Warhead Bomb Fuze Thermal Protection 

Reactive Case Warhead Ordnance Flying Plate Lead/ Boosters 

Case Stress Riser Groove Ordnance Vented Boosters 

Warhead Liners  

Table 2. Mitigation Options for Warheads 

(Appendix A. gives added information on mitigation methods.)  
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4.2 System solutions are necessary. 

Problem: “System solutions are required.” Munition systems can be sensitive to various threat stimuli leading to 

adverse reactions that can injure or kill personnel, damage materiel, and severely impact operations.   

Solution: System design features such as the placement of the igniter, propellant and warhead explosive 

selection, case material, and the launch container design are important in preventing “cheap kills” on valuable 

assets. There is not one simple solution.  Combinations of system components are required for the mitigation of 

violent reactions. 

Munition designers need to incorporate IM features into the system design early in the design phase. IM 

mitigation afterthoughts tend to be less thorough and almost always add weight, reducing performance. 

4.3. Booster Explosives 

Problem: “There is a lack of qualified insensitive booster explosives.” 

Solution: Legacy booster explosives typically are pressed, and contain a high concentration of sensitive 

ingredients, in particular nitramines such as RDX or HMX.  PBXN-5 and CH-6 have poor cook-off performance 

PBXN-7 has good cook-off performance, but lower than desired output for initiating insensitive main charges. 

PBXW-14 included TATB in the formulation and passed all small-scale characterization tests.  It is less sensitive 

than PBXN-7 and has equivalent performance.  More recently, Sandia National Laboratory has developed 

DAAF (3,3’ Diaminoazoxy furazan) [2].  It has the following properties: 

Detonation Velocity 7.93 km/s @ ρ= 1.685 g/cm
3
 No impurities, high onset of decomposition 

CJ pressure = 306 kbar 1-Step process 

Critical diameter < 3mm Particle size (~28μm) 

Drop height > 320cm, Friction >36 kg Good performance 

Heat of Formation ΔHf = +106 kcal/mol Fast synthesis: 4 Hours 

High pressed density 97% TMD Non-hazardous waste 

Table 2. DAAF Properties 

OSD counts this as a major success from the JIMTP program. [3]. 

4.4 Modeling  

Problem: “There is an inability to model slow and fast cookoff reactions with sufficient fidelity.” 

Solution: Enhance the chemistry model in software codes. OSD funds a program each year to the US national 

laboratories to improve computer models.  They have been challenged to predict the violence of reaction of a 

large rocket motor subjected to thermal insults.  Thus far, prediction of reaction violence has not yet been 

obtained.  Onset of runaway reaction is predictable, however. Further work is necessary. The good news is that 

industry is encouraged to take classes provided by the national laboratories on these increasingly complex 

models, at little or no cost.  Models can be provided to authorized facilities, and technical assistance is freely 

provided.   
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4.5 Performance degradation 

Problem:  “Using less sensitive IM explosives results in performance degradation.” 

Solution: The industrial community response was to relax the IM requirements, especially with regard to 

fragment impact and shaped-charge jet impact.  I do not see this happening.  The problems are not insolvable – 

just very difficult.  Continued work into system solutions will no doubt prevail. 

4.6 Pass-Fail Testing 

Problem: “IM testing is typically worst on worst and does not allow for incremental improvements.  The 

requirement is all or none –pass or fail. This is a very demanding requirement that pushes off the table a lot of 

design solutions that move you significantly to the right direction but don’t get across the line.” 

Solution: “A more balanced and system level approach would seem to be warranted.” However, it is the opinion 

of the author that incremental IM improvements are of value, especially where no obvious technology is 

available.  Each IM test is described in a NATO STANAG. (See reference list for citations [7-13]. 

4.7. Collaboration of Government with Industry 

Problem: Until relatively recently, government seemed to want to be in control of IM solutions and industry 

was pretty much left in the cold.   

Solution: Government has seen that industry can be a valuable partner.  The National Warheads and Energetics 

Consortium (NWEC) was started to provide an organization of industry partners working IM solutions.  

Currently there are over 170 industrial entities that are part of this consortium [4]. The Defense Ordnance 

Technology Consortium (DOTC) is the government version of this organization [5].  DOTC is a collaborative 

partnership between the DoD and the NWEC.  Commissioned by OSD (AT&L) as a DoD initiative in 2002, 

DOTC was established to facilitate collaboration between government, industry and academia in the 

advancement of munitions technologies. 

DOTC is available for the use by all service laboratories, program offices, and other agencies for the 

development and prototyping of advanced concept warheads, energetics, fuzes and other related enabling 

weapon system technologies.  A key feature of DOTC is the Other Transaction Agreement (OTA) that expedites 

the procurement process outside of the FFAR environment.  Proposals to DOTC for funding must include a non-

traditional industrial or academic partner – ultimately expanding the breadth of the IM program. 

Figure 4 shows the organization of the DOTC. Three technology managers cover the breadth of IM.  A call for 

proposals is developed by the government and promulgated once per year.  A unique feature of the DOTC 

process is that if a proposal is not funded in a particular year, it goes into “the basket” where it remains for 3 

years.  If a government entity needs something that is in the basket, it can be withdrawn from the basket and 

quickly funded, since it has already gone through the vetting process. 

Figure 5 summarizes the key features of DOTC.  As stated earlier, streamlined acquisition is a key feature. 

Collaboration between industry and government is also facilitated. 
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Figure 5.  DOTC Organization.  Providing enhanced collaboroation with Industry. 
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FEATURES BENEFITS

Open Membership
Affords opportunity for all interested members of industry and academia to participate by 
imposing reasonable membership requirements.

Streamlined Acquisition
Existing contract and flexible business processes reduce duplicative FAR-based upfront contract 
processes, thus reducing overall development and fielding time for prototype materiel solutions.

Collaborative and Competitive 
Environment

Enables Government and Consortium members to collaborate in an upfront technology planning 
process.  Consortium members (or teams of members) then compete in response to government 
Request for Project Proposals in anticipation of technology development funding against the 
tech development plan/projects. The Government solicits, evaluates, selects and awards.

Targeted Research Investment
Provides Consortium members early insight into technology requirements which in turn allows 
them to focus their Independent Research and Development (IRAD) resources on items that 
matter to the Government.

Small Business and Non-traditional 
Participation

Enables greater participation by small and non-traditional defense contractors that can bring 
innovative technologies and solutions to both the Government and the Consortium member 
organizations.

Resource Leveraging
Allows Government and Consortium members to leverage their financial resources and employ 
each others’ facilities, technology and human capital investments to achieve critical mass.

Single-Point Contracting
Reduces proposal preparation, contract award, and congressional reporting burdens on both the 
Government and Consortium members.

No Protests Allowed Prohibits formal protests against the Government’s project selections/awards.

DoD / Industry, Academia 
Partnering

Minimizes ordnance technology development duplication across Services, Agencies and 
Industrial/Academic enterprise components.

 

Figure 6. DOTC Features. 

5.0 RESOURCES 

Industry members need access to information on IM mitigation techniques and databases of results of IM tests.  

For both US and other NATO members, one of the best ways to access this information is through the use of the 

Munitions Safety Information Analysis Center (MSIAC) in Brussels, Belgium. Once you join, they have 

numerous databases, and focus officers that specialize in the various areasx of IM.  A list of focus officers is 

provided in Table 3. MSIAC personnel can explain to you how to join and the process for accessing the member 

site. 

In the US, each US service maintains an IM review board, that evaluates IM systems solutions.  A good 

procedure is to brief the appropriate board early in the design phase with proposed IM solutions.  The boards are 

a wealth of information and can help steer you toward acceptable solutions and save much unproductive work. 

The author can provide contact information. 
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MSIAC Contact Area of Expertise E-mail Telephone 

Roger Swanson Project Manager r.swanson@msiac.nato.in

t 

+32 2 707 5495 

Michael Longie System & Database 

Administrator 

m.longie@msiac.nato.int +32 2 707 5583 

Thomas Taylor Munitions Safety, Transport 

and Storage 

t.taylor@msiac.nato.int +32 2 707 5636 

Dr. Michael W. Sharp Munitions Systems m.sharp@msiac.nato.int +32 2 707 5558 

Dr. Ernst Christian Koch Energetic Materials e-c.koch@msiac.nato.int +32 2 707 5630 

Emmanuel Schultz Propulsion Technology e.schultz@msiac.nato.int +32 2 707 5447 

Angeline Liekens Information Specialist a.liekens@msiac.nato.int +32 2 707 3947 

Manfred Becker Warhead Technology m.becker@msiac.nato.int +32 2 707 5426 

DianeVanoverstraeten Office Manager d.Vanoverstraeten@msia

c.nato.int 

+32 2 707 5416 

Table 3. MSIAC Contact List 

Also in the US, the National Warheads and Energetics Consortium (NWEC) [4] is comprised of traditional and 

non-traditional government contractors, small and large businesses, for-profit and not-for-profit entities, 

academic organizations, and their affiliated organizations, to conduct research and development leading to 

technology demonstrations in the field of warheads and energetics in cooperation with the Government’s 

Defense Ordnance Technology Consortium (DOTC) [5].  

Members of the National Warheads and Energetic Consortium receive many benefits, including:  

• Industry and academic members have the opportunity to become active partners in the development of 

ordnance technology requirements and work closely with government program sponsors to develop 

research and development funding priorities. 

• Direct access to government funding sponsors and technology managers as well as information 

regarding on-going research and development activities, future research and development requirements 

and strategic visioning. 

• The ability to compete for funding executed under Section 845 for Prototypes Other Transactions 

Agreement that provides greater flexibility than traditional FAR-based contracts. The competition for 

funding under this agreement is only available to NWEC members in good standing. 

• Unparalleled outreach and networking opportunities with other industry and academia members, as well 

as government stakeholders, during annual membership meetings, technology subcommittee meetings 

and various other conferences and forums.  

Since its establishment, the NWEC membership has grown and diversified. NWEC members research and 

development efforts are advancing the state-of-the-art of ordnance technologies needed to improve weapon 

systems and system upgrades to support future war fighting capabilities. If interested in becoming a member, 

please contact Mr. Bill Ervin at billervin@comcast.net.  

Since the “harmonization” of hazard classification and IM, there are tests that satisfy both IM and hazard 

classification requirements.  In the US, a good source of information is the hazard classifier for the particular 

service that you are designing your system for. The document commonly called “TB 700-2” lists hazard 

classifiers and their contact information (See Tables 4 and 5)[6].  
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US Army US Navy US Air Force Dept. of Energy 

US Army Technical 

Center for Explosives 

Safety 

1C Tree Road  

Building 35 

McAlester, OK  

74501-9053 

ATTN: JMAC-EST 

Naval Ordnance Safety 

and Security Activity 

Farragut Hall 

38217 Strauss Avenue 

Ste 108 

Indian Head, MD 

20640-5151 

Air Force Safety Center 

9700 Avenue G SE 

Kirtland AFB, NM 

87117-5670 

ATTN: SEWC 

National Nuclear 

Security Administration 

Office of Mission 

Safety 

PO Box 5400 

Albuquerque, NM 

87185 

ATTN: NNSANA-SH 

Table 4. Service Hazard Classification Authorities 

US Army    

Explosive Safety Office 
US Army Research, 
Development and Engin 
eering Command 
Army Research 
Laboratory 
Aberdeen Proving 
Ground, MD 
21005-5066 
ATTN: FOR-LOA-T 

System Safety Office 
US Army Research, 
Development and 
Engineering Center 
Picatinny, NJ 
07806-5000 
ATTN: FDAR-QES-C 

Safety Office 
US Army Aviation and 
Missile Command 
Redstone Arsenal, AL 
35898-5000 
ATTN: AMSAM-SF 

Safety and Health Office 
US Army Research, 
Development and 
Engineering Command 
Edgewood 
Chemical Biological 
Center 
5183 Blackhawk Rd 
Aberdeen Proving 
Ground MD 
21010-5423 
ATTN:FDCB-OPC-RH 

US Air Force    

Ogden Air Logistics 
Center 
6033 Bm Lane 
Bldg 1247 
Hill AFB, UT  84056 
ATTN: CO-ALC/GHGE 

Systems Safety 
Air Armament Center 
1001 North Second 
Street 
Suite 366 
Eglin AFB,FL 
32542-6838 
ATTN: AAC/SES 

  

Table 5. Additional Delegated Hazard Classification Authorities 

6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

For many years, industry seemed to be relatively left out of the IM process.  Currently, government relies 

heavily on industry – prime contractors, large industrial companies, and increasingly on small businesses. The 

key for industry to make a profit is to consider the whole system and successfully design in IM solutions early in 

the design phase. 
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APPENDIX A.  MITIGATION METHODS FOR WARHEADS AND ROCKET 

MOTORS 
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